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opportunity of studying or consulting the following
Coustic.ut.iou of Ukraine, adopted iu 1978, as amended 
(doc. CDL(95)25);Coascicucional Agreement between the Supreme кааа 
ot Ukraine and the President of Ukraine (including 
the so-called "Law on Power”), which according to reports (see memorandum mentioned sub F below) has 
entered into force on / June 199b;
(doc. CDL(95)29);Report on the Legislation of Ukraine, by the rapporteurs 
MoreniLla Rodriguez and Soyer, 6 Harch 1993 
(doc. AS/BUR/Ukraine(1995)1);Preliminary Assessment of Ukraine's request for member
ship of the Council of Kurope, by the rapporteur 
Masseret, 31 May 1995 
(doc. AS/?ol(1995)19);Memorandum by Lavrynovych (deputy chairman of a parlia
mentary committee, without indication as to whic 
parli ament) on the Constitutional Agreement fdate of fax transmission to Strasbourg: 10 July i99op, 
Memorandum by Holovaty, member oi the Venice Commission 
on behalf of Ukraine, on the contcmpory constitutiona
order in Ukrsine ignr\(dace of fax transmission co Strasbourg: 24 July

The first question that should be asked, concerns the legal iaîidîïyof the Constitutional Agreement. This Agreement, 
in particular the Law on Power contained therein, pretends
to constitute a 'mini constitution', with a Tiev to bridge .» ¡•tma the present political deadlock end the coming 
in-o being of a uev cousLituLion. Iu otliet words, Lc pretenns
tobender inoperative (parts of) the 1978 .
It is be votiti dispute that the conditions applicable to amen the existing constitution (art. 171), have mot been fulfilled.
This formal line of argument can be set off by tbe.[^cxistint 
; hat no other way out seemed to be available from the '
deadlock. Holovaty’s reasoning - doc. F referred to a 
_ i!S rather convincing iu Lhis respect. Necessity knows 
uo luw, о( lULlior: asked for emergency legislation.
If we accept this as the factual situation, and I can do 
no other, then we may accept а1зо the legal order created 
bv the Constitutional Agreement as legitimate, but only tor 
art interim period end only for ns long &s the p&rcies wno 
have concluded the Agreement, duly co-operate making progrès.-» 
cowards the creation of a new constitutional order, in 
Hccordance with their mutual promisses.
However, this does not bring 
che level of a constitution, 
of assessing che&'democratic 
(lasting) constitution.

the interim lcgialocion up to There is, therefor, no question 
quality' of something like a
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Besides, this 'ínterin constitution', according to Part II 
of the Constitutional Agreement, consists of the Agreement 
itself together with those provisions "of Lhe applicable 
Constitution of Ukraine ... which comply with the present 
Constitutional Agreement". Since the Constitutional Agreement does not contain more accurate indications as to which 
of the provisions of "the applicable Constitución" may, and which may not be considered as complying with the Agreement, 
the answer to thaL question has been left entirely to interpretation, Interpretation of the coherence and the mutual 
connection between the Agreement and the 1978 Constitution. 
Interpretations which may be assigned to them effectively 
by the parties to the Agreement, or perhaps by judgments 
of Ukrainian courts, but not in any authoritative way by 
foreign jurists.
This fact cannot but seriously impede our assessment of the democratic quality of the ’interim constitution at present
in force.

N.B. Art. 97(19) of the 1978 Constitution confers upon the parliament the "exclusive competency" to interpret 
the Constitution and laws of Ukraine. Not to mention here
an apparent collision with the competency of the courts, this provision, if not considered by all concerned as having 
been abolished, might well cause confusion ?

If we nevertheless try to test this interim constitution, a few remarks have to be made with regard to possible veak 
places in the democratic structure of the country.
Firstly regarding the relationship between government (Cabinet 
of Ministers) and parliament (Supreme Rada of Ukraine). As 
appears from art. 22(1) of the Agreement, it is the President 
who is charged with the duty to form a government. The 
parliament, in its turn, has the power to declare its 
"non-confidence" in all or particular members of the government, see art. 17(23) of the Agreement;^also art. 33.
(I assume that the term "express the distrust" in art. 22(2) 
and (3) is intended to have the same meaning as "declare 
vote of non-confidence".)
So far, so good. But what about the consequences ? When 
government and parliament cannot co-operate, one of them 
will have to give way. However, under art. 17(23) the 
President would seem to have no choice but to accept the 
roslgnation of (particular members of) the government. He 
can of course fora a new government, lie even has a duty to 
do so, but the parliament has the power to dismiss the new 
government also, and so on, until Lire parliament will be 
fully satisfied. This degrades the government, to an executive 
committee of the parliament, and this, m my opinion is not in the interest of the ’balance of powers so fundamental
to a democratic state.
The essential thing for a democratic balance of powers would 
be to give the President the choice: either to dismiss the 
government or to dissolve the parliament. In the laULex lile“will be the electorate who «he. the final dec 1; and that would seem to be more In bar«.., with art. 2 ( the 
people ia the aol. scare, of the power") of the ASree«nt.



Ь^СЬеР^ГЗ £^ОИ ^«"^Ports concerning action taken 
by the ükiaiiuan parlianent on 18 May last, the parliamanr ^ “ot approve articles giving the president the right, to dissolve parliament. It also did not appro,« articles 
setting out a procedure for the Impeachment of die president. In this connection I wish to note thee iu 
my opinion, the two are not to be considered on the same level: while dissolution would be the counter-bailee to 
a fully constitutional act of parliament, Impeachment la 
the counter-balance to Che posstbily of unconstitutional behaviuor of the president.
?„n' irt’ nì~9i2) 0f the 1978 Constitution provides for 
impeachment of the president. If this article has not been abolished by the Agreement, one wonders what the point 
is that came up for debate in the parliament.)

il of «V Judiciary,
art' 3 and arte! it ili Îoll^iaa'aî”.. 1"““““°” *“,‘

««=“ ”:v

Art. 42 of the Agreement provides for an 
of all courts (presumably: of the member 
except judges of the three highest court about their dismissal.) Appointment of 
of the latter three la covered by art l

,¿s4U,tÍZÍOa arl5es when wc see (18) and (20), the appointing authority 
tent also to dismiss. Para. (20) adds t to the procedure established b- rhe law is missing from para. (18) with respect che supreme court.

appointment procedure s of all courts), 
s* (It iS Silent 
chairmen and members 7 paras. (17), (18) 
that, under paras, 
(parliament) is corape- o this: "according 
i but this addition to the chairman of

As is well-known, it is of the utmost importance in anv
absolíte:Linrateffthat judsea Caa Perform their duties in 
absolute independence, i.e. independent in particular of
gu vex irneii L and parliament. The mere possibility of dis- 
missal for no other reason than L lia L execuLiv« L leg islatiro iullmuu«« are displeased at a Judicial sentence, would impair the 1ndependence.
Lavrynovych - doc. E referred to above - states that 
the adoption of the (Low on Power contained in) the Agreement 
baa aliowed for considerable step» towards reforming UÍoSÍls31 S74St,ie “nd ^engtheuiug Ll.e in dependence^L L h

îv Ík4“ , 8Lthe Justnea3 of this statement. I still
am of the opinion that, for the benefit of assessing the democratic quality of the 'interim constitution' presently
in force, further examination of the dismissal procedures would be necessary. wveumes
A third and final point which has received my attention 
¡e°"cer” th* freedom of the presa. In any development towards democratic institutions, the freedom to express and dis
seminate critical opinions, can be a matter of vast concern 
to society. Лг»р, 48 of the 1978 Constitution guarantees the freedoms of speech and of the press, but the wording 
of this article ("In accordance with the Interest of the 
people .. etc.") is such that further elaboration of the 
provision (by legislation or Jurisprudence) allows оГ a substantial reduction of the freedom.



'(Art. 25 of the Drafc Constitution of Ukraine, doc. 
CDL(95)28 of 6 June 1995, has been worded йоге straight
forwardly. The only exceptions seem to hare been dealt 
with in art. 13(3): . not impair rights and freedom»
of others'*.)

The report to the Parliamentary Assembly - doc. C referred to above - has given full attention to the freedom of 
expression in Ukraine; see pages 32-33. It reaches the

conclusion that, in practice, the freedom of the press 
functions satisfactorily.

Having examined the available documents on the points mentioned above, and now surveying my notes, I must express 
my admiration for the great eflorLa put forth by the parties 
coucerned in the Ukraine in building their own, new, demo
cratic society.


